Application of Multivariate Data Analysis for the Classification of Two Dimensional Gel Images in Neuroproteomics
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Abstract

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) still plays a key role in proteomics for exploring the protein content of complex biological mixtures. However, the development of fully automatic strategies in extracting interpretable information from gel images is still a challenging task. In this work, we present a computational strategy aiming at an automatic classification of the discriminant patterns emerging from separation images intended as fingerprints of the correspondent biological conditions. The method was applied to gel images acquired in a study on motor neuron diseases: 33 2DE maps generated from samples of cerebrospinal fluid were processed (26 pathologic and 7 control subjects). Quantitative image descriptors were extracted and fitted to a partial least squares-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) assessing the chance to classify the samples. Moreover, the model was able to identify gel areas that most differ through the clinical categories. Combining multivariate statistical techniques with 2DE may represent a valid tool to extract informative protein patterns. This kind of approach can contribute to the development of a system of screening to discriminate different clinical conditions on the basis of the overall patterns emerging from the maps, representing a useful complementary analysis in the routine of a proteomic laboratory.
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Introduction

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) is still a wide spread technique for the separation of proteins in biological samples, allowing the analysis of a large number of proteins through only one experiment (Rabilloud, 2002). 2DE provides a proteome mapping of the sample via orthogonal mass/charge analysis. The method is based on the combination of two single-dimension electrophoretic runs: the first run, via a pH gradient, separates the proteins according to their isoelectric point (pI), whereas the second run separates them according to their molecular mass. The result is a two-dimensional map where the proteins appear as spots spread all over the gel surface. Once the maps, obtained from protein migration, have been acquired as gray level images, the biological information embedded in the 2D maps is processed and quantified to perform a differential analysis between the single protein spots of different samples. Unfortunately, the comparison and the classification of gel images is a hard and time consuming process due to the complexity and low reproducibility of the maps. The computational aspects of image processing play a central role in the analysis of 2DE gels (Dowsey et al., 2003). This is a very labour intensive step and involves a considerable expertise to properly extract information (Fey and Larsen, 2001; Marento et al., 2005). The employment of 2D gel electrophoresis in combination with multivariate data analysis (Grove et al., 2008), such as principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), may represent a complementary approach to the classical differential analysis, based on univariate statistical analysis, providing the bases for an automatic classification protocol. PLS-DA is highly suited for the analysis of high dimensional data set characterized by few samples and many variables; moreover, it takes into account the noise in the system and multicollinearity. As a result of these properties, in recent years projection methods are being successfully applied to biological data such as DNA microarrays (Pérez-Enciso and Tenenhaus, 2003; Nguyen and Rocke, 2002a; Nguyen and Rocke, 2002b) and proteomic data (Verhoeckx et al., 2005; Jessen et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2003; Whelahan et al., 2006; Kleno et al., 2004; Gottfries et al., 2004). In particular, Gottfries et al. (1995) used PLS-DA to diagnose different types of dementia while Karp et al. (2005) utilized PLS-DA combined with an iterative threshold process to measure changes in protein expression but many solutions are still to be investigated. In this work, an innovative computational approach, based on this kind of technique, was applied for implementing an automatic identification of discriminant patterns emerging from separation images considered as fingerprints of the correspondent clinical conditions. To illustrate the strategy, we have considered a set of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) samples from subjects who were diagnosed with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) in comparison to samples from healthy subjects. Image descriptors were derived, on the basis of the extracted quantitative parameters, to be used in the successive exploratory analysis; it is worth noting that the use of descriptors coming from a spot quantification expressed in the space of the experimental coordinates may represent a significant improvement in the descriptors power. The extracted features were subsequently analyzed by PCA (Jain et al., 2000; Wold, 1987) and PLS-DA (Wold et al., 2001; Eriksson et al., 2006); the former was used as explorative tool to overview groupings and trends in the data while the latter was used to the data modelization and the discriminant analysis.
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Materials and Methods

CSF samples

A total of twenty-six CSF samples taken from patients with motor neuron disease (MND) were analyzed in this study. According to the clinical diagnosis, these patients were classified into two groups: seven were diagnosed as SMA and nineteen as ALS. In spite of the serious difficulty in collecting CSF from control subjects, the experimental protocol also included seven healthy individuals. For each sample, a 2D electrophoresis map was generated as described in Conti et al. (2008) and corresponding images were processed (see Figure 1). All samples used in the study were obtained having secured approval from the San Raffaele Hospital’s Institutional review board (Milan, Italy) and informed consent from patients according to the Helsinki Declaration and local legislation.

Image analysis

The gel images were visualized by scanning the gels at a resolution of 100 μm using the ProXPRESS 2D Proteomic Imaging System (PerkinElmer) and saved as 16 bit gray scale images in “.tif” format. The protein migration area covered pl values ranging from 3.2 to 10.4 and molecular weight (MW) values ranging from 5kDa to 250 kDa. Scanned images were, then, imported in Progenesis PG240 v2006 software (Nonlinear Dynamics, Newcastle, UK) (Rosengren et al., 2003) for the successive quantitative image processing. After background subtraction, detection and quantification of the protein spots were automatically performed with default settings. Spot intensities were normalized as percentage of the total spots optical density to accurately compare the quantification results despite non-expression related variation in spot intensity between gel images. Subsequently, gels were calibrated, still in the Progenesis environment, to obtain the position of each identified spot in terms of the biochemical coordinates: apparent relative molecular mass (Mr) was estimated by comparison with MW reference markers (Precision, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), and pl values were assigned to detected spots by calibration as described in the GE-Healthcare guidelines. The position of the identified spots was expressed in terms of pl and MW by using some reference markers and interpolating (by means of a cubic spline) these values to obtain the calibration curve that empirically defines the relation between geometrical and physicochemical coordinates for every gel image. Including the calibration step has been an essential requisite because a reasonable correspondence between different gels was restored. This ad hoc calibration made possible the virtual partition in subquadrants of the migration area, expressed in (pl, MW), at a chosen resolution of pl and MW. The subdivision was linear in the experimental coordinates but did not correspond to a regular grid on the gel image. The collection of spots was determined for each subquadrant, so we were able to extract an overall feature, as the summation of the correspondent spot optical densities, to be used in the successive exploratory data analysis (Pattini et al., 2008). In this way, the two-dimensional electrophoretic maps were described as vectors of sorted features (protein abundances) and could be processed through the application of the considered multivariate projection method.

Multivariate statistical analysis

For the multivariate statistical analysis, the quantification parameters, generated by the commercial software, were organized in the form of a matrix, X (descriptor matrix), where the rows represent gel samples and each column (variable) represents one of the subquadrants in which each gel image was partitioned and the integral of the intensities of the protein spots in a given subquadrant the X-value. Initially, the data matrix X was processed by PCA with the aim of exploring the dataset and identifying outliers to be excluded from the modeling. By applying PLS regression, it is possible to connect the information in two blocks of variables, X (descriptor matrix) and Y (response matrix), to each other via a linear multivariate model. In this case, the response matrix, Y, is a matrix of dummy variables describing the class membership of each observation in the descriptor matrix X. PLS calculates latent variables (LV) as linear combination of the variables X that cross-validate the model. A three component model utilizes 45.86% of X for modelling 99.62% and predicting 76.77% of the response variation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LV</th>
<th>R^2X(%)</th>
<th>R^2X(cum)(%)</th>
<th>R^2Y(%)</th>
<th>R^2Y(cum)(%)</th>
<th>Q^2Y(cum)(%)</th>
<th>Q^2Y(cum)(cum)(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19.32</td>
<td>19.32</td>
<td>93.58</td>
<td>93.58</td>
<td>71.78</td>
<td>71.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>31.01</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>98.43</td>
<td>-8.26</td>
<td>69.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.86</td>
<td>45.86</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>99.62</td>
<td>23.94</td>
<td>76.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R^2X, R^2Y: fraction of the variance of descriptor matrix (X) and class response (Y) explained by each latent variable (LV) in %, Q^2Y: fraction of the variance predicted (cross-validated) in %; R^2X(cum), R^2Y(cum): cumulative explained variation and Q^2Y(cum) predicted variation in %.

Table 1: Summary statistics of PLS-DA model for the SMA vs CN comparison.

A three component model utilizes 45.86% of X for modelling 99.62% and predicting 76.77% of the response variation.

Model validation

A reliable way for predictive validation of a model is given by external validation, which consists of precisely predicting the Y-values of observations with new X-values. Unfortunately, an independent and representative validation set is a critical point in clinical/proteomics studies because of difficult availability of samples, especially for control subjects. In absence of a validation set, cross-validation (CV) provides a fast first clue of the predictive power of a model. CV is performed by dividing the data set in a number of groups and then developing a number of parallel models from reduced data with one of the groups deleted. After developing the reduced model, the deleted data are used as a test set, and the differences between actual and predicted responses are calculated from all the parallel models to form PRESS (predictive residual sum of squares). This is a measure of the predictive ability of the model and generally it is re-expressed as Q^2 (the cross-validated R^2) which is 1-PRESS/SS where SS is the sum of squares of the response, corrected for the mean (Eriksson et al., 2006). It is relevant to point out that cross-validation may provide over-optimistic results, so in order to...
test the statistical significance of the Q²Y value a permutation test was performed. Thus, only the Y-block (class membership) was randomly reordered while the X-block (protein spot volumes) was left intact. For every permutation of the Y-block, a PLS-DA model was fitted to the permuted version of the Y-matrix and the new estimates of R²Y and Q²Y values were computed. The distribution of the R²Y and Q²Y parameters obtained by fit to random data is useful for estimating their statistical significance; if the "real" values are found outside such distribution this is a sign of high validity of the model (Eriksson et al., 2003).

Data analysis was performed using Matlab v. 7.0 (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) and the R plsm package (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/plspm/index.html).

Results and Discussion

We have evaluated the 2DE maps of CSF samples using the outlined strategy in order to discriminate between different groups of MND subjects and healthy (not affected by neurological disorders) individuals. According to the clinical diagnosis, subjects with MND were further classified as SMA and ALS; so, considering the control group (CN), three categories were considered and the three possible pairwise comparisons were accomplished. Firstly, SMA and CN subjects were considered; in the first stage of the data analysis, an unsupervised approach by means of PCA was applied. The investigation by PCA was done in order to get an overview of the data and also to identify possible outliers and trends in the data. The features extracted from the 2DE maps were organized in the X matrix, where the samples are represented as vectors of descriptor variables (protein expression levels in the different quadrants); using all 14 observations of the set, a PCA overview of the data was obtained. In order to investigate if the 2D electrophoregrams class discriminating information could be modeled, the three CN samples that were not segregating consistently with their clinical conditions in the PCA space were omitted from the data set. The PLS-DA modeling has, therefore, been based on the 11 selected samples. We created a dummy matrix of two Y-variables expressing class membership (diagnosis) of the CSF samples. Data were standardized

![Figure 2](image-url)
to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1. This type of preprocessing is equivalent to giving all of the variables equal importance, hence this procedure is particularly useful in proteomic data sets where variables are characterized by large scale effects. The result of PLS-DA modeling is summarized in Table 1 and Figure 2A. According to cross-validation, even only one component was sufficient to model the relationship between the inputs (X variables) and the outputs (Y-variables). Nevertheless, a three component model was generated (R\(^2\text{Y}\)=99.62\% and Q\(^2\text{Y}\)=76.77\%) to allow score plotting (Eriksson et al., 2006). In PLS-DA modeling, it is interesting to analyze the t score plot for investigating the class discriminating ability of a developed model: the 3-dimensional X-score plot is shown in Figure 2B. There is clear discrimination between the two groups; it is mainly the first component that is responsible for separating the two groups of subjects from each other. The model also gives the possibility to obtain a quantitative measure of the discriminating power of each gel descriptors by means of VIP. It provides a synthetic information for model interpretation because VIP is a weighted sum of squares of the loading weights taking into account the amount of explained Y-variance in each dimension; for a given model there will always be one VIP-vector, summarizing all components and Y-variables. X-variables characterized by VIP values larger than 1 have major importance for modeling the responses whereas variables with VIP values smaller than 0.8 have a minor influence on the model. Thus, using the VIP score, a number of 57 protein descriptors were found to have a major discriminatory power between different clinical conditions. At this point, it may be interesting to return to the gel images and visualize the regions of the gel (in terms of pI and MW) that carried most class discriminating information. To overview the protein expression level and to give a rapid comparison between the two clinical groups a heat map was used (Figure 2C). Columns represent pI values, rows represent MW and each square indicate the log ratio of averaged abundances between the SMA and the CN group of that particular subquadrant. The color code of the heat map ranges from red to blue indicating increases or decreases in protein abundance for the SMA group, light green indicates no change. This kind of information may support the identification of proteins or groups of

**Figure 3: Overview of the PLS-DA analysis for the ALS vs CN comparison.** (A) Plot of R\(^2\text{Y}\) (explained variation) and Q\(^2\text{Y}\) (predicted variation); it shows how the considered parameters change as a function of increasing model complexity. According to the cross-validation, two components resulted significant in order to explain the relationship between the descriptor matrix and the class response; nevertheless, three components were considered to allow score plotting. (B) PLS-DA score plot reveals no overlap between the two clouds of items correspondent to the two categories examined, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS, red cones) vs control samples (CN, blue spheres). (The axes of the plot indicate PLS-DA components 1-3). (C) Identification of the subquadrants, in terms of pI and MW, with the highest VIP-values. Protein expression changes in the most influential subquadrants, involved in the discrimination of the disease from the healthy group, are plotted as a heat map. In this heat map, a red color reflects expression greater in ALS than CN patients, a blue color less in ALS than CN and a light green color reflects a similar expression in the two groups. (D) Validation plot by permutation test. The X-axis denotes the correlation coefficient between original and permuted data response, whereas the Y-axis shows the R\(^2\text{Y}\) (triangles) and Q\(^2\text{Y}\) (squares) values of all models. The two last points in the plot correspond to the values of R\(^2\text{Y}\) and Q\(^2\text{Y}\) for the original model. Two regression lines have been fitted, one among the R\(^2\text{Y}\) points and another one among the Q\(^2\text{Y}\) points. The two intercepts can be considered as measures of degrees of overfit and overprediction.
proteins differentially expressed in different conditions. Furthermore, a more rigorous way to validate the model was considered using response permutation testing. Figure 2D reports the results of the permutation test after 20 permutations. The y axis represents the R Y/Q Y values for every model fitted with the permuted data, including the “real” one. The x axis reports the correlation coefficient between permuted and original response variables. The two points in the right side are the R Y and Q Y for the original model because 1.0 is the correlation coefficient obtained when correlating a variable with itself. Recently, a quantitative way of synthesizing this plot has been put forward by Eriksson et al. (2003); that is, a regression analysis is carried out, one regression line is fitted among the R Y values of reordered response data. For each derived model, both R Y and Q Y values are computed the new model with the original X-data matrix and reordered Y-data. For each derived model, both R Y and Q Y values were calculated and then compared with the estimates of the R Y and Q Y of the real model. As shown by Figure 3D, the Q Y distribution is sign of high predictive validity of the original model indeed it is impossible to obtain a model with the same predictive value by chance. To investigate our approach’s ability to discriminate between subjects that have manifested degeneration of motor neurons, samples of CSF from patients diagnosed with ALS and patients diagnosed with SMA were processed through PLS-DA. Differently from the previous two comparisons, PLS-DA modeling of the complete set was not able to come out class separating information between the two diseased groups. The modeling, evidently, is not necessarily successful if the classes are not distinguishable according to the adopted descriptors. On the other hand, ALS and SMA may be considered as two forms of the same pathology, indeed ALS is characterized by dysfunction and loss of both upper and lower motor neurons, whereas SMA results from the loss of lower motor neurons (Bower and Shneider, 2001). Indeed, by examining the regions of the 2D gel with the highest VIP-values (Figure 2C and Figure 3C) we can see a large number of common discriminant subquadrants (about 64%) between the two models.

**Conclusions**

In this work, we have proposed a computational strategy, based on multivariate data analysis techniques, for an automatic processing of two-dimensional gel electrophoresis maps, able to identify potential discriminant patterns between different clinical conditions. Using PLS-DA we were able to discriminate the two groups representing diseased and healthy subjects. Moreover, the analysis tells us which regions of the 2D-gels are responsible for class separation by means of VIP; these regions that include protein spots might be further investigate by means of mass spectrometry for proteins identification. It should also be pointed out that the samples of the data set are not technical replicates, i.e. gels obtained from fractions of the same biological sample. In this study, “biological” replicates were investigated, i.e. each gel image was representative of a different human subject, so the gels are characterized by low homogeneity, conferring to the protocol a very high level of variability and complexity. Another critical point is the difficulty of the availability of samples, in particular for control subjects. Notwithstanding these critical aspects, the strategy outlined, based on techniques of multivariate data analysis applied on the quantification parameters, obtained through the commercial software, gave promising and reliable results. This kind of study can contribute to the development of a system of screening to discriminate different clinical conditions on the basis of the overall patterns emerging from the maps representing a useful complementary analysis in the routine of a proteomic laboratory. Finally, it is worth remembering that no expert eye is able from a visual inspection of 2D electrophoretic gels to discriminate physiological from pathological conditions; thus, the information extraction in the processing of 2DE images is an important topic in computational biology and the proposed strategy may provide an interesting and fruitful point of view capturing the essential information from gel images.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LV</th>
<th>R X(%)</th>
<th>R X(cum)(%)</th>
<th>R Y(%)</th>
<th>R Y(cum)(%)</th>
<th>Q Y(%)</th>
<th>Q Y(cum)(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>88.95</td>
<td>88.95</td>
<td>73.56</td>
<td>73.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>25.72</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>95.68</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>78.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>34.12</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>98.06</td>
<td>-10.87</td>
<td>76.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>